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5a. Relevant Section of the Minutes of Lead Operator Technical Group meetings
30th October 2018

1. Short Term: NATS Swanwick and Heathrow Tower to discuss a solution via ATC clearance/
instruction.

2. Longer Term: NATS to work with the CAA on a solution, such as indicating onward waypoints
applicable to each SID instead of route  on the SID chart  via AIP SUP, adding a reference track to

the departure chart, or reinstating the SIDs with/without an altitude constraint on WELIN.

3) Incorrect Route selection after SID on RNAV - IN PROGRESS

 presented 

NATS has been implementing SID Truncations for circa 6 years. The issue described here is citing 

Heathrow as an example but the issue manifests itself wider than just Heathrow. Previously, this issue 

has been masked due tactical controller intervention and the full SID rarely flown.  The UMLAT / ULTIB 

SIDs have become an issue at Heathrow with crews not understanding what route to follow post UMLAT 

or ULTIB following a runway change. The problem will be primarily with pilots not familiar with the local 

airspace, who wouldn't realise they needed to change the Flight Plan as well as the SID - ATS routes are 

not in the legs page that the pilots use for departures. Pilots will not know the waypoints on the 

departure routes so it would increase heads-down time if they had to connect the SID to a specific point 

on an enroute chart. 

 reported that the US has been pushing for a common transition point.  suggested that if WOBUN 
were taken out, the pilot would connect direct to WELIN (for either route). Either of these solutions would 
require a full airspace change. 

 opined that the best solution may be to reinstate the full SIDs but without the altitude constraint at 

WELIN. This was raised at FEP 18 months ago and a paper produced, however, the CAA currently 

requires the last point on the SID to have an altitude constraint to cope with radio failure conditions. 

Reinstatement of WOBUN and BUZAD with the altitude constraint would cause 20,000 tonnes of enabled 

fuel savings to be lost.lo

 commented that this does raise issues for future designs as a number of solutions have been 
developed without common SID end points. 

 commented that a reference track could be added to the departure chart (as opposed to a procedural 
track) from the end of the SID to the common waypoint, e.g. WELIN, with no altitude constraint.  

 observed that a shorter-term solution is required for when the NOTAM expires in December. 

 stated that NOTAM information does not get published on the charts because they are temporary; 
however, there are instances where States put such things in the AIP for clarity of onwards routings.  

The UK State chart the shows the routing UMLAT/ULTIB is in the AIP, but this is in the enroute chart 

rather than the departure chart.  suggested that, in the short term, an AIP SUP could be issued to 

allow the routing to be reflected on the departure charts. However, this may still take until AIRAC cycle 

1903 (Feb-19) to implement. 

Jeppesen Attention All Users Page (AAUP) is used in US to resolve similar issues; this is similar to an AIC. 

 observed that there are a lot of places where this is a problem and the solution is to include the 
routing in the ATC Clearance. However,  highlighted the concern that this would be a large change for 
the Tower because would no longer be able to use DCL until an EFPS change could be implemented. 

Outcomes: 
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5b. Relevant Section of the Minutes of Lead Operator Technical Group meetings
20th May 2019

6) Incorrect Route selection after SID on RNAV - IN PROGRESS

 presented 

The issue tends to be generated when a runway change occurs around an hour or less prior to departure; 
the SID is changed but the onward routeing is not. The ULTIB and UMLAT SIDS were truncated back 
from WELIN to deliver fuel benefits by avoiding low stop altitudes far out.  

 reported that the issue also occurred on the KUXEM SID at Manchester and flight crews tended to 
figure it out and manually update the routeing. The issue may be prevalent at other locations but masked 
by the commonplace tactical interventions. 

This topic was raised via WebEx in November. A NOTAM was released as a temporary fix and Jeppesen 

have added a ‘Reference Track’ on their chart to show where the aircraft should be going after the end of 

the ULTIB SID. 

Lufthansa Systems and NavBlue would be willing to investigate adding Reference Tracks on their charts 
as well but this is not their preferred option as it is not standardised.   

SID ‘Not Above’ restrictions -  &  presented 

The reason SID truncation is being used to avoid low stop altitudes is because ‘At’ or ‘At or Below’ 

altitude constraints are required on the last waypoint of the SIDs. These are thought to be required in the 

case of Radio Failure but, due to the rarity of such events now, the airlines questioned whether this is still 

relevant. 

In the US, they use ‘Top Altitudes’ on SIDs. 

Using the NORBO example,  asked whether it would be acceptable to retain the 6,000ft stop altitude 
at an intermediate point (ELBAN) but remove it from the procedure end (NORBO); this would limit climb 
to a stop altitude of 6,000ft in case of a Radio Failure but not inhibit planning for climbs before the end 
of the SID.  

 clarified that the need for stop altitudes on SIDs came from a recommendation by the AAIB and 
agreed it would be worth revisiting the reasons behind it to avoid creating any unintended consequences.
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5c. Relevant Section of the Minutes of Lead Operator Technical Group meetings
3rd December2019

3) En-route Transitions - IN PROGRESS*

This topic was raised with the Tech Group via a WebEx meeting back in July;  at 

Eurocontrol was drafting a paper for ICAO to provide improved clarity around Transitions, what they are 

and what they do. At that meeting, it was proposed that the Technical Group focus on bridging the gap 

between this purist definition and the ways in which individual airspace projects are trying to use 

Transitions. 

Subsequently, the coding houses were engaged to provide best practice real-world examples. Then these 
were tested by NATS ATC to see whether and how these concepts could be brought into UK airspace. A 
summary of these stages is included in the slide pack. 

 stated that the ATC idea of using multiple runway transitions to provide noise respite for local 

communities is not possible; from one runway you can only have one runway transition for a SID. For a 

STAR, multiple Approach Transitions could be used to provide noise respite but this would lead to a 

naming convention issue where the same STAR is connected to the same runway multiple times.  

Any SID or STAR must have a Common Route portion, even if only a single waypoint; if there is no 
common route, there must be multiple SIDs or multiple STARs accordingly.  

NATS is still looking for a solution to the issue with SID Truncations, e.g. UMLAT / ULTIB out of LHR, 

where, on some occasions after a runway change, the pilot flies an incorrect onward route after the SID. 

The most efficient solution using Transitions would be to have two separate SIDs (as today): one to 

UMLAT, one to ULTIB, and extend past these points using En-route Transitions to continue the SID until 

the first common waypoint, e.g. WELIN.  

 pointed out that this would take us full circle, i.e. back to what the SIDs were before with a 6,000ft 
level cap at WELIN. However, the proposal is to implement with a hard level cap 6,000ft at UMLAT/
ULTIB then no further level constraints on the En-route Transition. This may be full circle, but it gives 
the optimum proposed solution for how Transitions would be used in this example. UMLAT/ULTIB is only 
one example of many 

The requirement for a hard altitude constraint at the end fix/waypoint of every London SID came about 
to prevent altitude busts, following initial raising of the topic at the NATS & airlines Safety Partnership 

Agreement (SPA). The CAA has recently advised NATS that the SPA would need to revisit the original work 
and safety rationales for any changes to this policy. Therefore, the next logical step would be to raise the 

Tech Group proposal back to the SPA for their consideration. 

 noted that the UK has used the term ‘Transition’ in current implementations, but we are not really 

using them in the way that it is defined by ARINC (or TERPS in the US). Within the ICAO working group 

there is a realisation that they need to involve ATC, as it has to work with that community. The coding is 

already defined within A424, but the ATC side is less well defined.  

 &  think that the work undertaken by the Tech Group has helped to bridge that gap and so 
achieved what it set out to do. It was highlighted that there is a need to get this information out to the   
wider IFP design community.  &  will consider how best to communicate this wider. 

There was also a suggestion to talk with NavCanada around their experience with transitions.  

* Agreement to close topic subject to completion of actions raised.




